Steer axles are remanufactured from "spindle to spindle" and carry a 12 month / unlimited hour warranty.

On **mechanical style steer axles**, the following parts are replaced:

- king pins
- king pin bearings
- thrust bearings
- center pin
- center pin bearings
- grease fittings
- tie rod ends
- shims

The beam and spindles are inspected and are brought back to or verified to be within original OE specifications.

On **hydraulic style steer axles**, the following parts are replaced:

- king pins
- king pin bearings
- thrust bearings
- shims
- grease fittings
- all connecting pins and associated bearings or bushings

The steer cylinder is repacked and any necessary re-chroming or housing repairs are performed. The beam is inspected and brought back to or verified to be within original OE specifications.
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